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It was the most glorious of mornings, the most beautiful of days, the day Clara was handed the 
parcel that would seal her fate. 
 
Introductions 
 
It is a world renowned fact that a young man of a certain age must be in want of a wife, and if that 
young man happened to have the pleasures of a large fortune and of a gentleman’s upbringing then 
it would be necessary to arrange with gentleman’s daughter, a young lady with charm, manners and 
an inheritance.  
 
Now, when a young gentleman of such qualities relocates into a new parish, the families of the 
compatible young ladies, of that area, like to make their daughters known and waste nothing in their 
eagerness to make acquaintance with the eligible bachelor.  And such was what occurred in the 
family of Clara Nightingale. 
 
“Mr Nightingale, you must understand this would be a wonderfully desirable opportunity for my 
darling sisters and I, a small fortune of 3 to 4 thousand a year so we may be supported in comfort 
and your wants provided for – you must go and make his acquaintance as soon as the chance may 
arise as it would be improper for us, even accompanied by mother, to make his acquaintance 
singularily!” 
 
“I bear your point with good will but I have no interest for the man, but, for my children, I will make 
his acquaintance with this gentleman as soon as the chance may arise, my darling Clara, but for now 
run along as I have much else to contend with; the apothecary meeting and such like.” 
 
The acquaintance of the two gentlemen soon became a companionship and a dinner was organised 
with swift readiness and Mr Swan was seen to show particular attention to Miss Clara Nightingale.  
And so began the future acquaintance of the Nightingale family with the Swan family. 
 
This attention soon blossomed into an evident admiration and a marriage proposal was soon 
expected. 
 
It arrived whilst they were in Mrs Nightingale’s small rose garden; it was to be a small wedding in the 
local church and then, with the promise of sun and a picnic outside, it was just as she had always 
dreamt; perfect. 
 
 
Eyam – 2005 
 
The day of Pippa’s trip her mother had taken her out for tea, as was customary before anyone left 
the house for longer than 3 days, which is exactly what Pippa planned to do.  Her mother had 
seemed a little edgy all day but Pippa knew better than to question it and they chatted easily until 
about 10 minutes before they were planned to leave, when her mother handed her a note; she told 
Pippa in a sharp whisper not to open it and to go and visit the woman at ‘Rose Cottage, east of the 
small church – covered in flowers and creepers up the walls, thatched.’  She gave little other 
explanation and they soon left, Pippa still in the dark. 
 



She arrived in Eyam at 5:52 p.m., just as the sun began to sink down to the west and the shadows 
were creeping in.  She wandered round the small picturesque village for about one hour and 
wondered at its miniscule perfect cottages and listened ot the clear, melodic bird song piercing the 
warm crisp evening. She wandered like this until she came to a small plaque denouncing the deaths 
of 9 poor people of the plague in 1665; for the first time she questioned the innocence of this 
perfect village. 
 
She halted her rhythmic step just in time to admire the gorgeous cottage that stood quietly in front 
of her.  She admired it for a short period of time in which she noted its perfect flowerbeds and the 
lovely creepers that inhabited the most perfect of walls and with impeccable thatching and window 
boxes.  She soon realised on a moment’s thought that this was her mum’s lady, that perfect house. 
 
She was, at first, frightened at the prospect of this woman who had made her mother, the most 
prominent, strong woman in her life, shiver but soon she mustered the courage to knock.   
 

* * * 
 

I hadn’t seen the bell, protruding from the wall, and as the woman dragged the door open and 
glared at me, I smiled sheepishly. She turned to me, the door still open just a crack. 
 
“Hi?” I forced a smile and she glared again, daring me to speak. 
 
“Hi?” I felt really stupid. 
 
“Hello” she said icily. 
 
“You look like someone I might have recognised.”  She saw my puzzled expression and signed.  
“What do you want?  Because I have no interest in whatever you plan to sell me.”  I had a sudden 
urge to take off, run away and never have to see this made woman again; but she made me curious; 
what connection did she have with my mother, if any? 
 
“I am Clara Swan”.  She flinched at my name. 
 
“Hope Swan’s daughter?” 
 
“Well,” she said uncertainly, “You had better come inside then.”  I questioned my ability to trust this 
woman, and immediately my mind replayed the moment my mother had talked about her; she was 
clearly of importance to mum and I decided to take this old lady up on her offer against my better 
judgement. 
 
The inside of her house was different from what I had imagined, I thought she would have had 
scarce furnishing and grew lace to cover everything but her house was warm, it felt like coming 
home.  It smelt distinctly of cooking, nothing specific, just cooking; it had deep, strong, warm colours 
and filling every inch, a wide variety of objects, littered everywhere giving the impression of chaos, 
but not in a bad way. 
 
She led me through into the small, comfortable kitchen and bade me to sit.  She busied herself 
making tea and I sat, daydreaming.  She returned with a tray in her hands, having whipped up a 
cream tea within minutes. 
 



She sat with me and I passed her the note; she read it intently while I wondered whether or not it 
would be rude to start, I was hungry and tired and I wanted to be at home in bed and I started 
wondering why I was here at all. 
 
“So you are her daughter then?!” she said with a hint of surprise.  ‘No,’ I thought, ‘I am 
impersonating her so I can abduct a disdainful, irritating woman like you’, but I decided to uphold 
my dignity and I simply said, “Yes, yes, I am” but I guess I wounded rather irritated because she 
apologised immediately.  But even with this new found warmth I still felt a little edgy around her, 
like she was hiding something.  She wat back in her chair and gazed intently at me for what seemed 
like hours.  Finally she said, ”Well, if this is true, then I am going to have to tell you from the 
beginning.” 
 
I shook my head and she considered my confusion. 
 
“No” she said, deciding, “I will tell you and then you’ll understand, from the beginning.   
 
And so she started. 
 
1664 August – 1664 October 
 
They were to be married in late August, on the day of one-and-thirty, so as to, hopefully, enjoy the 
warm summer that was to be.  However, a year till the day of joy, Oliver was summoned to return to 
London as a matter of great significance for his business.  He was to stay in the capital for up to 1 
and 10 months of such before the couple were wed.  All was going in swift and short time when the 
first news of the plague struck in the sidden receipt of a parcel. 
 
It was the most glorious morning, the most beautiful of days, the day that Clara was handed the 
parcel that would seal her fate.  She had woken to the bird song of a nightingale, a forlorn and lost 
tune, she whistled with it, harmonizing, creating a desolate melody; it was the wedding cloth, and 
she was all alone. 
 
Clara was in turmoil; oh, how she needed to see him comfortable and well, but to endanger her 
village? 
 
However, by the gift of God, Oliver was miraculously replaced, on the king’s personal order, a 
consequence of his service to him, and along with parliament he joined the city of Oxford.  However, 
as of this replacement he was not able to be received before the day of five-and-twenty August, 
problematically near to the day of wed. 
 

August 1665 
Eyam 

 
Dearest Clara, 
 
I do hope I find you in good health, little trouble be there in Eyam. 
 
If my apologies may be accepted I express my most sincere, tis all in aid our comfort.  I stay here, till 
the next turn of summer for our glorious day of wed all but a year away.  Lord, how will I wait. 
 
It is a fault of our dear backward cousin as he is unable to deal with the complications of replacement 
and our service to our great king is needed in the upmost at these times. 



 
London is in current turmoil and little authority remains – courtesy of our recent parliament.  
However, business is doing wonderfully well and I am in hope of our dearest backward cousin soon to 
be able to take ownership and so I will return to you my darling in success as soon as the chance may 
arrive.  
 
The merciless disease destroying our capital has taken in on the 20th year in its cycle and has again 
taken hold so the sooner I am to return the more likely I will stay in good health.  The first areas to be 
stricken with the curse are believed to be the dock areas just outside London, and the parish of St 
Giles in the Fields.  Two suspicious deaths have been recorded in St Giles parish in December and 
another in February.  These have not appeared as plague deaths on the Bills of Mortality, so no 
control measures have been taken by the authorities, but the mortality rate in London has been 
increasing alarmingly.  By the end of last month only four plague deaths had been recorded, two in 
the parish of St Giles, but total deaths per week have risen from around 290 to 398 so much rumours 
have been passed but I am yet to be swayed in my suspicions. 
 
Again, hope all is well and please do send any late news of the parish to my rooms. 
 
Godspeed, 
Oliver Garland. 
 
She started crying now; the tears streaked her face as she ran to hide them, not tears, not again.  He 
had sent the letter and but three days passed but already the paper was wet with tears.  He was 
going to die, die of that dreadful disease even under the protection of the crown, for nowhere was 
safe, nowhere was clean. 
 
He was going to die just when they were to have their beginning. 
 
And the worst was yet to arrive. 
 
1665 September – 1666 August 
 
The cloth that Oliver sent for Clara was received with the small letter – cloth of the latest of fashions, 
cloth such as silk and linen, just as the ladies of fashion were to wear.  The materials had been sent 
on to the tailor’s new-found assistant, Mr Viccars.  They were to be dried (as they had been found to 
be dampened on the journey), cleaned, dyed and sewn to suit the style of the fashion of the ladies’ 
dresses. As yet they were set by the fire’s warmth but Mr Viccar’s health deteriorated with 
despairing instance as he had begun to treat the cloth and so little else had been done.  The 
apothecary could not give a diagnosis and telling Mr Viccars to rest, left.  However within a week 3 
more previously healthy people perished and rumours were passed – the plague in Eyam? 
 
The air was dirty and thick, the skin clammy and flea-ridden, the bed; a stench of repulsive death; 
the latest victim’s circumstances.  Mr Nightingale had had his suspicions from the beginnigns fo the 
cases, however little could be proven; but now? 
 
His wife and daughters were his top priorities as they bore the most love from him and he was 
already urging them to move but his steadfast wife and likewise daughters would not hear of it.  He 
had discussed with the rector, Mopsson, as he had recently given leave of his two sons to an aunt in 
a village little under five-and-fifty miles far; but this case of the disease had left him with the deepest 
of emptiness and a feeling of helplessness that made him even surer of his resolve to save his loved 
ones; but he would not leave – he had stood by this village his entire life, leaving just a handful of 



times to venture to the local villages for a market or celebration but not further than their valley, 
never; and he had no intentions to leave now. 
 
However, as a dark, long, frostbitten winter wound its way into Eyam, the deaths decreased and 
Christmas was to proceed as usual.  Church services excelled with the prized choir and in the 
glorified building little was there talk of the plague. 
 
Christmas day passed followed by swift festivities and all was good and well; in the gloriuousmonth 
of May as less a number as 2 were said to have perished, but all hope collapsed in the dreaded 
month of June, when record numbers were recorded. 
 
In early summer it was the await of her dearest that kept Clara awake in the late hours of the 
evening, whether he would be in good health and if the ordeal had been survived by their frail 
cousin, whom the future of their livelihoods depended upon. 
 
The disease was not of equal importance until the day of two-and-twenty August.  This was the day 
that was to be the time for Mr Nightingale’s children and wife to leave.  However Clara made it her 
resolve never to go and she would not be swayed from her opinion, not even by her own father.  The 
carriage soon came and went, taking all five of her sisters, and her mother to be soon to follow.  
However the day was still not at an end as her father was now due to attend a vital meeting of the 
wise in the village where the details, cures and things that could prevent the plague were to be 
discussed.  She followed him to the nearest possible degree and then stood by as she watched him 
enter the building.  She hid and waited until the villagers had been permitted to enter the hall and 
then she followed, trying her utmost to be discreet. 
 
She caught the thoughts of conducting outdoor church services to prevent the spread of the disease 
and all families to bury their own dead; but it was then she heard the thought of quarantine, a 
thought that would bring about their deaths; a decision that would kill them all.  But then, if they left 
the monstrosity to take course, it would sacrifice every soul in this side of the country, everyone 
they loved. 
 
The quarantine was put in place; she would never see Oliver again. 
 
She cried that night, again.  She cried for what would have been and what wasn’t; she wrote him a 
letter to tell him to give up, to leave, to care of himself and never, ever to look back; the paper was 
stained with tears. 
 
1666 August – 1666 September 
 
He had thought of what to say over and over, he still couldn’t decide whether to take her or to stay. 
 
He had, obviously, hurried proceedings, even against the king’s wishes, to reach her, once the news 
of the plague in Eyam had found his doorstep, but even so he had still not been able to leave until 
the day he was to receive the letter; he had left two minutes before it was to arrive.  He had sat in 
the carriage for ten hours and he still had not nearly arrived.  He sat shaking his knee in a manic, 
obsessive manner until he was in view of the gorgeous thatched cottages soon to be his home.  H 
reached the outer forest; take the shortest path, he had thought.  But then he heard a strangled cry 
from behind. 
 
“Oliver, don’t!” it called, “Please don’t!  IUf you ever loved me you would not enter this cursed 
village, please!” 



 
He heard a sob then the thud of bare feet running on earth. 
 
“Wait!” he choked.  Did this mean she did not love him? 
 
“Wait!”  He ran for the gates.  “Clara, wait!”.  He heard the thud of feet slowly halt and a rustle of 
the bushes around him; she called out again and warned him repeatedly, he stood in awe at his 
previous hope and their derelict situation her, now.  She told him to leave, he laughed at that; she 
thought he would just go, just like that?  No, she had known him too well to assume that, something 
must be incredibly wrong.  “You know, I told you in previous, Oliver, why did you not heed my word?  
Why did you not listen?  Why did you not care?”  He stood, his face a picture of horror and shock.  
She started, a little more tentative this time, “Oliver?  You got my letter, there is a quarantine, 
Oliver, we can never see one another ever again, ever!”  He heard another sob and an uncertain 
step; he leaned closer towards her voice.  “Never.”  The running began again and she was gone, her 
tears lost in the wind. 
 
He stopped at the iron wrought gates to compose himself; here had had to be proper, here he had 
to play the part if ever he was to see Clara again. 
 
The Earl of Devonshire, his great, great uncle, his distant relative, was bound to him by a blood tie 
and he could not refuse Oliver’s pleas, even if it was to his greatest discontent but, as luck had it, the 
Ear was more than pleasured to be of assistance and relished in Oliver’s need.  Oliver gained 
residence of the Earl’s hall and on the instance of the acceptance he brought to attention Eyam’s 
direct pleas for food and other necessary resources to be placed at one of the boundary stones, the 
stones that separated Oliver from his love.  The Earl instantly supported Oliver’s design and 
immediately decided to fund his plan for his dearest Eyam.  After proposing his design, supposing his 
supporter’s funds, Oliver set to buying the direct supplies and to find an effective way of 
communicating to Clara.  A note in her family’s food was decided and such was done in that first of 
many weeks in correspondence. 
 
He had guessed her intentions to perfection and, as he had relied on, she arrived as the sun was to 
rise and collected her basket of the freshest food and the best preventatives; wall with a beautiful 
smile on her face that would have lifted any heart that saw the wonder.  When the note was seen 
she flinched with a cascade of emotions changing her face until she looked up and Oliver was forced 
to go. 
 
They continued their correspondence week after week; it was the highlight of their lives, those 
letters and hiding, waiting to see their beaming faces but always still feeling the most empty, hollow 
and raw feeling inside, that was the pain of not being able to know of each other’s existence other 
than in ink. 
 
This vital correspondence continued right through until autumn, when they decided to meet. 
 
They met at the old miners’ cave in the peaks and sat, in each other’s arms, silent.  They had 
primitive conversation but usually they were there to enjoy each other’s company.    They met like 
this every five days until the 13th of October, when Clara did not come.  Oliver was wrought with 
worry and came back every day for a month, until eventually his trials were given worth; he spied a 
laborious figure, a lady, faltering up the slope; he ran down to her with the design of, whoever she 
was, asking after Clara. 
 



However, when he reached the lady, it was Clara, Clara in full glory with a bulging stomach.  “I am 
four months with your child” she whispered and he danced for joy. 
 
1666 September – 1666 December 
 
He didn’t arrive, just once but from that Clara knew she would never see him again.  She could feel 
the dread wash over her, the awful feeling when your life flashes before you when you are faced 
with death and you know the inevitable. She would not be able to live without him, and she knew it 
but she could see no other way; she had to stop her selfishness. 
 
She had had to drag herself from her dream that morning, into the nightmare she was really living, 
her life.  She had come today to say goodbye, for he last time and she knew she would never be able 
to face herself again if she returned; there was no point wasting his life too.  She turned back to her 
babe; it wept in the wicker basket as if it was to know of its inescapable fate. 
 
That night the babe began to thrash in its cradle, moan and gasp then pull at its hair in a feverish 
manner; the darling had barely lived and now it was to die.  The buboes appeared in the next 5 days 
and the darling lay, still as a corpse hardly daring to breathe of pain, Clara dying with it, inside, every 
day.  Its breaths came as gasps now and its eyes were seemed to never open again, and the house 
was silent, mourning, of their dying babe.  It lived another 5 nights before the plague had run its 
course; it was a fighter, and it would never have died. 
 
She lived in a small bubble after that, venturing out of her house only for church and the necessary 
supplies, long, long after anyone would wait to see her and, when she and the babe would not be 
susceptible to the disease.  It would have died by midnight or so the wise woman said. 
 
They each lived like this, in a lonesome seclusion until the day Eyam was declared free of the curse, 
the plague village no more. 
 
Oliver had been lost to the world those long labours winter months; he would be up there every day 
from dawn till dusk waiting, waiting for his dear love to come.  He heard the bell toll almost daily for 
2 months, he counted down all the residents he knew; was it Clara today, tomorrow?  There was no 
certainty, no basis, no meaning to his life those days spent in the cove, those dark, shadowy days. 
 
Then suddenly there was light in his darkness, hope in his despair, stars in his sky, love in his empty 
heart, love that filled it to overflowing, for there came a figure, a figure up the slope.  He ran, tearing 
down the rocks, shouting, screaming her name, she was here! 
 
But alas the figure was but a memory, but a madman’s heart leading his mind, all but  a picture.  He 
wept. 
 
The church bell tolled glorious in its freedom, not once, not twice, nor thrice did its golden music 
float through the fresh spring air; no, undreds if not thousands of times did the notes cleanse the 
minds.  Deaths?  No, live, lives, countless hope and glory, singing in the air, love floating in the 
breeze.  Yes, they were free. 
 
The crowds of longing relatives and friends thronged at the opening of the barriers between them 
and their loved ones, no such joy could be said, but let us not forget the lost ones who had not lived 
to tell their tale; but let us thank our dear Lord for sparing Clara and her  babe.  But still Oliver did 
not find them that day or the next. 
 



Both were presumed dead in their household. 
 
He decided, on the third day, to wait upon her household and express his deepest grievances.  It was 
however little known that Clara was just scared, scared of Oliver, whom she had supposed to have 
run off with a lady of higher privileges, or just forgotten her.  So when he arrived at her room to see 
her alive and well he was succumbed by happiness and his dearest daughter, later named Hope, for 
she was their hope and their dreams. 
 
Hope – 2004 
 
And so it was that the woman finished and turned to me with sincere eyes.  “So now you 
understand; your mother’s name is Hope, is it not?” 
 
Yeah, yeah, it is.  I looked at her and she looked back imploring whether I had understood. 
 
“The name has been passed through our family, once every generation for 350 years exactly; now 
one of your children is expected to bear the name, this is what your mother wanted me to tell you.  
And just to add to your confusion; my name is Clara Swan and I am your grandmother, my love.” 



LONDON MATCHGIRLS STRIKE 
By Esther Watson 
Sandbach High School and Sixth Form College 
 
Chapter 1: Agnes Wilson, 14 yer old worker for Bryant & May, June 1888 
 
Boom 
Boom 
Boom 
 
The drone of the factory surges in and out my ears, making my head spin as if I’m on a 
carousel, a carousel that never stops.  I keep my head down.  Concentrate on my work.  I 
don’t want Mr Bryant thinking I’m slacking, nobody does. 
 
There’s no clock in here.  It feels like I’ve bene working for hours; the sweat already pouring 
off me like little droplets of rain.  As I look through the nearest window, I see the morning 
rush of people, heads down, heading off to work. It must be 8.00 a.m., I say to myself.  2 
hours complete.  Only 11 hours to go, 11 hours to go, 11 hours … 
 
My name is Agnes Wilson.  I’m 14 years old and I work for the Bryant & May Match Factory 
in East London.  Mother wishes I worked somewhere else, somewhere healthier, she says.  
But I don’t have a choice; born in the slums of London, the factory is the only way my family 
can have a meal on the table and a bed at night. 
 
I’m one of the 1,400 women and girls that work every day for a gruelling 14 hours.  Pay?  
Less than 5 shillings a week (less than 60p).  That’s only if you work hard enough!  The fine 
system rules supreme as the foreman imposes them every day.  Drop a match – 1 shilling 
off your wage!  Cut yourself on machinery – 2 shillings!  Go to the toilet without permission – 
3 shillings!  Not only that, your working hours can be increased if you talk or go to the toilet.  
Yesterday Mary, a girl who works next to me, asked me if I minded picking up a match she’d 
accidentally dropped.  She ended up working 15 hours for 3 shillings.  And when poor Mary 
turned up late to work the next day, she’d been fined a half-day’s pay.  And they wonder why 
we look undersized and ghostly … 
 
At 6.30 a.m., before the birds start chirping, my day starts.  Tired I drag myself out of bed 
(the one I share with my 3 sisters), kiss Mother goodbye and lumber out the door.  There are 
about 30 girls on my street making the same journey.  Every morning.  Every day. 
 
As I turn the corner, the factory comes into view.  Its murky shadow drowns me as smoke 
billows out of the tall, brick chimneys.  The pungent smell of burning conquers this part of the 
city. 
 
Once inside, I get to work making match after match after match.  I dream of leaving this city 
so I never have to see another wretched match again!  There’s something else I never want 
to see again or smell again or look at again. Something else I never want to be near again. 
 
Phosporous. 
 
The deadly chemical I risk life and limb for. 
 
It’s used to make the matches every day.  Phosphorous has been banned in Sweden and 
the USA but the British Government refuse to do this.  They say “Banning phosphorous 
would be a restraint of free trade.”  I’ll say, they’re not working with it! 
 



Phosphorous severely damages the health of us workers.  Causing yellowing of the skin, 
hair loss and what I like to call ‘phossy jaw’.  It’s something to be afraid of, petrified even!  
But oh, phossy jaw, a horrible bone cancer that eats you from the outside in.  First the whole 
side of the victim’s face turns green and black.  Next, the now half rotten face of the sufferer 
begins to emit a foul-smelling pus.  And finally … death. 
 
‘Phossy jaw’ is something I fear.  If I caught this contagion, not only my life, but the lives of 
my family would be over.  With no-one to supply my family with a secure income, they would 
soon starve.  Disease is a constant threat at the factory.  Mother tells me to be careful.  Not 
because she’s worried for herself, but because she’s worried for me, for my health, for my 
life.  At least someone cares; at Bryant & May, the only thing they care about is profit. 
 
Chapter 2: Annie Besant, Journalist for The Link, June 1888 
 
Clutching my notebook and pen, I stand, shivering, outside the iron gates of the Bryant & 
May factory.  They must be out soon, I say to myself.  Surely, they must.  However, a feeling 
of apprehension sweeps through my body; even if they do come out, would they even want 
to share their stories with me?  I’ve heard ghastly rumours about this place.  About how a 
worker must be made to try and overpower Bryant & May management.  Was it really worth 
me doing this?  But then I remember Clementina … 
 

*** 
 

I sit in the Fabian Society meeting in London, horrified by the tales about the pay and 
conditions of the women working at the Bryant & May factory.  A woman stands on a 
platform, looking out at the audience, her eyes sparking.  Behind me, a man whispers, 
“That’s Clementina Black, that is.”  I watch in fascination as Clementina gives her speech on 
Female Labour.  I decide this: it is up to me to help these poor women. 
 

*** 
 

As I stand there, lost in thought, I nearly miss the band of girls, walking quickly out the gates 
and to the streets beyond.  This is my chance.  Quickly, I walk towards them, my notebook 
and pen at the ready.  There is a group of five or six workers in front of me. 
 
“Excuse me” I shout as the backs of the group turn round to face me, “Can I talk to you for a 
minute?”  The workers look confused but they nod and shuffle towards me, their eyes 
looking down. 
 
I explain I’m from The Link, a weekly newspaper in London, and that I would like to interview 
them about their experiences of the factory. I tell them how I want things to change, how I 
am on their side, how I want them to have better working conditions and a better pay,  I tell 
them that if they follow me in bringing Bryant & May to justice, I will be with them every step 
of the way. 
 
At this point, some women turn away, shaking their heads.  But in their faces I see longing, 
how they wish they could stand up to the detestable William Bryant and Francis May.  I 
understand this.  The fear of the factory management finding out their ‘betrayal’ stops these 
young women from sharing their story. 
 
However, some women stay, with fire in their eyes and eagerness spread over their faces 
like butter.  I realise that these women are the majority of the workers and even the ones that 
turned away before, are now standing round the outside of the group, listening in.  I think 
their mind has been changed.  It makes me aware of one important fact; we are all in this 
together. 



 
I get out my writing equipment.  Soon, stories are being flung at me like children throwing 
snowballs.  One after another, each worker shares another horrifying tale of the factory. 
 
A girl tells me she was told to ‘never mind her fingers’ when working with the machinery, 
even if it meant her being injured!  I find out that many women and girls suffered from 
‘occasional blows’ from the foreman.  A lady named Lizzie tells me how there are no 
separate eating facilities, that workers eat at their benches with ‘disease as the seasoning to 
their bread’.  Gruesome rumours were soon exposed as the truth: girls are turned bald at 15 
from the boxes they have to carry on their heads, workers are flung aside as soon as they 
are worked out.  Many of these women have scars to prove it.  The side of Lizzie’s face is 
green and black, I guess it’s phossy jaw.   
 
Disgust overwhelms me.  I am determined now, determined to help these women!  I rush 
home and begin to write the article that will change these workers’ lives for ever … 
 
Chapter 3: William Bryant, Head of Bryant & May match factory, 23rd June 1988 
 

Exclusive article by Annie Besant 
WHITE SLAVERY IN LONDON 

Shocking truth is revealed about the Bryant and May factory 
 

Fury swallows me whole.  I storm down to the workroom and smash open the door, my eyes 
bulging with frustration.  How dare they!  How dare they blather to the local paper telling 
‘stories’ of my factory!  Now, thanks to them, the future of my business is at stake!  I hired 
them.  I gave them a job.  My factory is their only hope of survival.  Without me, they would 
be nothing – NOTHING!  
 
I stand there, my face reddening by the second 1400 workers sit before me, heads down.  I 
can see one of them is wincing, as if she’s preparing herself to be thumped.  At least my 
power is still respected, I’ll give them that. 
 
“Which one of YOU cowards blabbed?” I bellow as my finger points at the shivering crowd.  
“I know you’re all too STUPID to have an education, but really, I thought you’d know better, 
chatting to the papers like that.”  I stop to let the message sink in. But not for long; anger 
takes control again.  “I’ll get you for this, I will,  I WILL!  Now own up, who did it?!” 
 
No one speaks.  No one says a word. 
 
Chapter 4: Annie Besant, Journalist for The Link, 5th July 1888 
 
I stand there shaking with anger.  My fingers grip the pencil in my pocket. 
 
William Bryant had seen my article (and rightly so too!).  But what he did next had made my 
blood run cold; he stormed into that workroom; frightened all the women there; then forced a 
group of them to sign a statement, saying they were happy with their working conditions.  
And when my strong, independent friends refused to do this, the stupid, ignorant William 
Bryant sacked them! 
 
Not only that, when Mr Bryant was later interviewed by The Star, he claimed that the workers 
had been sacked for not following rules, being irregular and for ‘lying about the Bryant & May 
factory conditions.”  He then continued to say that me, Annie Besant, and my ‘ruddy article’ 
had nothing to do with the sacking of the workers. 
 



That’s the problem with Bryant, you see, he likes to stick to the same thing, the same thing 
that he knows, the same thing that gets him stacks of cash every day. He’s scared of change 
and he doesn’t care if the current situation is hurting those around him.  But now I’m going to 
show him, and so are the women behind me. 
 
A strike. 
 
We’re going to prove to Bryant & May that they can’t just shove their workers round, make 
them feel useless. 
 
We want better pay. 
We want better conditions 
We want to be treated with respect. 
 
So as I stand here on 5th July 1888 in the centre of London, with over 200 defenceless but 
brave young women, I know this: the battle is now between us and the humongous Bryant & 
May Match Factory. 
 
Chapter 5: 14 years later.  Anna Jones, 14 year old worker for Bryant & May (now 28 years 
old)  July 1902. 
 
I look up at the factory.  The building used to overpower me, suppress me, but now, it greets 
me like an old friend.  It seems like years since I’ve bene in that frightful place, teeming with 
grime and riddled with disease.  Hardly anyone works there now.  Not with what happened 
… 
 
We won. 
 
We exposed Bryant & May for what they really were. Tyrants.  Bullies.  Thugs.  And who 
would’ve thought if?  Bryant and May, with their tyrannical reign and intimidating ways, being 
brought down by a couple of feeble, undersized female workers, that had no wealth or 
education or power.  But we did it alright, it took a gruelling three weeks, but we did it. 
 
After the first strike, on the 5th July, Annie kept protesting and so did us workers.  Annie was 
our leader, our protector, our only chance of survival. 
 
More marches were organised and all of us from the factory refused to go back to work.  Of 
course, like many, I was scared. Without any money coming in, how long was it going to take 
before my family starved? 
 
However, things seemed to get better; the day after the first strike, three more journalists 
joined Annie in the campaign: William Stead, Henry Champion and Catherine Booth.  Annie 
said they were famous people and would help our story get more awareness.  I thoroughly 
hoped so! With the spirits so high and with victory after victory, I became convinced that we 
would win!  No way would we give in to Bryant & May now! 
 
If it wasn’t for my idea that it would be easy to defeat Bryant & May, maybe it wouldn’t have 
bene such a shock to me when things started to go wrong ….  
 
The Times blasted Annie and blamed her and other socialists for the dispute.  To my utter 
disgust, they also supported Bryant & May. 
 
Protest after protest ended with conflict with the police.  
 



I became angry.  Why couldn’t they just leave us alone?  Let us stand up for what’s right?!!  I 
knew what they thought. According to them, we were just working class women with no 
voice and no understanding of anything.  To them, it really didn’t matter if we were flung out 
on the streets and left to die. 
 
But once again, Annie persisted.  I owed that woman everything; I would’ve given up on my 
own.  She had a brilliant idea. 
 
A boycott. 
 
Simple but effective, she said.  With the help of the newspapers that were on our side, a 
boycott was launched against Bryant & May.  And effective it was … 
 
Bryant & May got a bad image in the papers.  Profits dropped drastically.  Income was thin 
on the ground.  There was only one way to solve it.  To this day, I still wish I could’ve seen 
the look of defeat on William Bryant’s and Francis May’s faces. 
 
The company announced that it was willing to re-employ the women on strike as it was 
worried about the business’s public image. Bryant & May also agreed to bring in new health 
and safety rules.  They promised to bring an end to the fines system, ensure healthier 
conditions and better pay.  Meals were to be taken in a separate room, where the food could 
not be contaminated with the deadly phosphorous.   
 
When i walked into work the next morning, it was clear Bryant & May had finally kept their 
promises.  And one thing was certain.  They weren’t going to mess with the matchgirls again! 



THE GREAT GAME 
By Madeleine Hayes 
Streatham and Clapham High School 
 
I looked at the leather-bound book in my hands and felt worried.  It had been months since I had 
heard from Walsingham, but there was no safe way for him to contact me: not, at least, without 
exposing my true identity.  It felt hard to believe that almost a year had passed since I first came to 
Fotheringhay. As the candle beside me flickered, providing only just enough light for me to see my 
own writing, I hastily scrawled on the parchment that I would soon send to Walsingham. 
 
I walked over to the dirty window and reflected on my surroundings.  Miles of rolling countryside 
stretched out in front of the castle, without a person in sight.  Since my arrival, I had loathed 
Fotheringhay Castle, the prison to one of the most dangerous people in the country.  The Queen’s 
indecisiveness was increasingly being seen as a weakness. Even while incarcerated, Mary was still 
scheming – imagining the death of our beloved Queen.  But eighteen years had passed since her 
imprisonment, and still the Queen delayed in making a final decision to execute her, in spite of the 
advice of her Privy Council.  I looked around me, and sadly the bare stone walls looked all too 
familiar, making me feel sick to my stomach.  From the time that I arrived, Fotheringhay was a place 
that encouraged my tendency to worry. 
 
Then I saw something in the distance, or rather someone.  It was the silhouette of Mary, Queen of 
Scots.  She rushed towards me and soon I saw her figure clearly. 
 
“Eleanor?” she asked, her voice hushed.  “Come with me”.  Her skeletal fingers found my wrist, and 
before I knew what was happening she was dragging me down the hall, whispering frantically as she 
did so. 
 
“This is of the utmost importance.  You are forbidden to speak to anyone else of these matters – do 
you understand?  There are people that would wish to stop me.  I fear there may be servants here 
who are working for my enemy.”  I simply nodded my head; I would not let my words get in the way 
of this opportunity to be admitted into Mary’s inner circle.  Into becoming one of the people she 
trusted. 
 
Once in her bed chambers, she continued talking.  “You must believe me.  The throne of England is 
my birthright.  I would rather die than see Elizabeth rule for another year.”  I could feel a sea of 
anxiety deep in my stomach, and my throat felt so tight as if I was being choked.  Was this another 
plot against Elizabeth’s life?  Surely it was my duty to protect my Queen and my country, but should I 
not get information first? 
 
“There is a priest: John Ballard.  He wishes to install me on the throne, and make England a Catholic 
country. Another man, a court attendant, is helping us.  The King of Spain has also promised his 
assistance.”  Only now did I realise the true scale of the plot.  Should Spain invade us, we could lose 
everything, thousands would be killed.  But I could not display any apprehension in my response – 
she must not know that I was in contact with Walsingham.  But still, I must gain information.  “This 
court attendant, what is his name?” I asked, trying to maintain my composure. 
 
“His name is Babington. Anthony Babington.” 
 
Babington.  The name reverberated through my mind.  I vaguely recognised the name; yes, he was 
often present in court.  Mary looked at me, searching for any slight falter – any indication thatmy 
allegiance might belong to someone else. 



 
“There is a problem, however.  There are guards all around this castle – no one can get in, and no 
one can get out.  I must contact my allies, they must know I am with them.  I want you to take the 
letter to Babington, and after that he will contact Ballard.  I shall have one of my men accompany 
you to Babington, to make sure you get there safely.  However they could be recognised, and 
therefore must not be seen conversing with Babington.” 
 
I tried to think – all this new information would not allow me to consider the situation easily.  Once 
in London, perhaps I could take the letter to Walsingham?  But again, if the letter did not prove 
Mary’s involvement in these plots, the chance would be lost.  Still, I could not allow these letters to 
reach Babington, for that might lead to the death of my Queen. What if Babington recognised me?  I 
knew his name, so there was a chance that he would know me, not as Mary’s maid, but as a 
noblewoman – a member of the Queen’s inner secret circle. 
 
“There must be an easier way. What if someone sees me hand the letter to Babington?  The entire 
plot shall be ruined. Would it not be easier to send the letter?” 
 
Mary looked at me with a mixture of pity mixed with disbelief.  “Do you think I have not tried that?  
With guards stationed at every exit to this prison, it is impossible to send letters unseen.” 
 
This was difficult; I myself could not deliver the letters; however, May must be under the illusion 
they had arrived.  What options did I have?   
 
Then it struck me – why not deliver these letters the same way I had sent mine to Walsingham?  
There was little wrong with the plan: Mary would believe the letters were being sent ot her 
conspirator, and Walsingham would see the letters this way, but I should send a letter in advance so 
that they were aware of my idea. 
 
“What if we put the letters in barrels – empty beer barrels?” I said with a hushed voice, feigning 
excitement.  “The barrels are taken out and left, I have seen it myself.  We can instruct Babington to 
send someone to retrieve the letters and there is our problem solved.” 
 
Throughout my speech Mary listened intently, and only now did she show a wicked smile.  “Well, I 
should have to contact Babing …” 
 
“Oh, I shall arrange for him to be told” I said, interrupting her.  “But now, my Lady, you look rather 
pale, perhaps you are coming down with a fever.  Might I suggest you lie down for a while?”  I gently 
guided her towards her bed, where she sat down.  She looked rather startled, but did not object any 
further.  “I shall come and collect you as soon as I receive word from Babington.” 
 
I walked back down the hallway, replaying what had just happened in my mind.  I wondered if Mary 
knew what she was doing – even she could not imagine the consequences that she would 
undoubtedly face.  A part of me felt sad, because even though my head told me that she was a 
crooked player in a twisted game, she never seemed to be cruel or malicious.  But still, my duty is to 
my country, and her intentions towards the Queen were certainly bad. 
 
Once back in my own room, I started writing again.  My hands were shaking – the castle was always 
cold without any fires lit, but also adrenaline was now coursing through my veins.  I told Walsingham 
of my plan; we could intercept these letters without anyone ever knowing.  I told him how this 
meant we could finally ensure the end of Mary’s influence, as we would now have the proof we 
needed. 



 
I let some wx drip onto the letter to seal it, however I did not press my ring into that red liquid – no 
one could know this latter was from me.  And with that, the game began. 
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